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NEW QUESTION: 1
Diego wants to run a Windows-based application on a MacBook
Pro. What is a valid reason for him to use
Boot Camp to do so, rather than a virtual solution, like
Parallels or VMWare Fusion?
A. Boot Camp lets Diego switch between OS X and Windows
applications instantly, whereas virtual solutions require Diego
to restart his MacBook Pro in order to switch between the two
environments and their applications.
B. Boot Camp runs natively without hardware-resource contention
on Mac computers, so Diego will see better overall performance
with Boot Camp than with virtual solutions.
C. Boot Camp does NOT require Diego to buy and install Windows
in order to run Windows-based applications, whereas virtual
solutions do.
D. Diego can buy Boot Camp on the App Store for $9.99, which is
less expensive than the virtual solutions.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your web application must comply with the requirements of the
European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). You
are responsible for the technical architecture of your web
application. What should you do?

A. Enable the relevant GDPR compliance setting within the
GCPConsole for each of the services in use within your
application.
B. Define a design for the security of data in your web
application that meets GDPR requirements.
C. Ensure that your web application only uses native features
and services of Google Cloud Platform, because Google already
has various certifications and provides "pass-on" compliance
when you use native features.
D. Ensure that Cloud Security Scanner is part of your test
planning strategy in order to pick up any compliance gaps.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://cloud.google.com/security/gdpr/?tab=tab4
Reference:
https://www.mobiloud.com/blog/gdpr-compliant-mobile-app/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welche Risikoreaktion wird auf Schmerz- / Gewinnbasis
angewendet?
A. Verbessern
B. Akzeptieren
C. Ausnutzen
D. Teilen
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference
https://www.prince2primer.com/prince2-2017-risk-responses-and-p
lanning/

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the minimum required disk space for the data volumes of
an SAP HANA system in relation to its memory
(RAM)?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. 2 * RAM
B. 1 * RAM
C. 3 * RAM
D. 4 * RAM
Answer: D
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